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1 - Community radio stations and their particularity
A Special Sector in the Audio-Visual Field
The term “audio-visual field” designates all media that uses sounds and images to distribute messages, produce
cultural programs and entertainment, and to fill the airwaves. Radiobroadcasting includes all operators who
perform this task via analogue, or digital, hertzian, waves, by satellite, or by internet, and are categorised as
follows:
- public service radio stations (generalists and specialists, national and regional)
- national, private, generalist radio stations
- private, commercial radio networks with local relays
- private, independent, local, commercial radio stations (companies or associations)
- associated and community radio stations.
Here, we must eliminate the ambiguities concerning the terms “associated” and “community”. The first term,
used, for example, in France, identifies the radio station by its non-profit, administrative structure. The second
term is inspired by the Anglophone expression “community radio stations”, and categorises radio stations based
on the role they play within an extended community, such as an entire population within a specific territory. It
doesn’t really matter which term is used; What does matter is to identify how these radio stations are different
from public radio stations which depend directly on a state, or regional, authority, and operate on a public budget.
They are also different from commercial radio stations whose purpose and programming is designed to profit a
particular communication company. In reality, these boundaries are not so clear-cut, given the diversity of the
European society.
For example, both associated and community radio stations may have valid public service missions, and may
even be protected by law, while benefiting from strong public support. In France, lawmakers created a support
fund for radiophonic expression for associated radio stations whose role is defined in a 1986 law which explains
that they are in charge of “proximal social communications”. In other cases, a government, a ministry, a local
authority, may contribute to the financing of radio stations with a public budget because the action is considered to
be useful, important, and innovative, in a given space for an entire population, or even a portion of that population.
The other fragile boundary may concern associated, and commercial, radio terms. In fact, when radio stations
take on missions providing services, for various populations, without benefiting from the law, local public policies,
or public financing, it is logical for them to turn to commercial resources, such as advertising, in order to survive.
As soon as this constraining economic model ceases to influence the radio station’s community, or territorial,
mission, “commercial” resources allows associated and community radio stations to provide family radio.
Finally, it is the common values that help define radio stations in the professional audio-visual field. During
Comepec, a European project, the twelve partner radio station unions, or federations defined the community
media are follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

It is the non-profit organisations that stimulate democratic participation in the European media.
They provide public service and free access to this service to European populations.
They promote and ensure active participation and democratic expression of all citizens, including
population groups with little or no access to personal expression in order to contribute to local democracy
and regional development.
They provide information and services for local, and community, development, for an active citizenship.
They contribute to the promotion of social inclusion.
They help to increase media awareness.

The purpose of associated radio stations is to reinforce the ability if inhabitants, within a given community, to
collect resources available within their territory. They are in direct contact with people’s daily lives: political
issues, social questions, economic activities, jobs, education, consumption, the environment, culture, leisure, etc.
They reinforce a positive image in the eyes of local inhabitants by strengthening social ties, and helping people to
live together in more effective ways. They involve, or provide a voice to, persons, and groups of persons,
regardless of their societal status.
4
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They are governed by statutes that ensure transparency and democratic administration.
The elected managers are volunteers, and do not receive any remuneration. As a result, they can be guarantors
of the radio station’s spirit, and both paid employees and volunteers can work harmoniously work side-by-side.
The purpose of this EurEvalRadio document is to contribute to the recognition of the skills acquired by volunteers
to favour their mobility, within Europe, as well as their social and professional promotion.

2 –Volunteering in community radios
Returning to the distinction between public service radio stations, commercial radio stations and
associated/community radio stations, one of the main differences concerns persons who have access to
microphones or other radio services.
Public service radio stations only employ paid personnel. Commercial radio stations cannot, a priori, employ
volunteers because their activity could, at any time, be requalified as concealed work. On the other hand,
associated radio stations, originally, were volunteer radio stations. For the most part they consisted of associated
militants from the social cultural or educational sectors, for example, political or labour activities, i.e. persons
interested in radiophonic activity with a passion to share, or provide a service. It was, in fact, a semi-spontaneous
community comprised of persons speaking into microphones, those involved with administration, and those
taking care of the hardware. Some of them did it for pure enjoyment, others to attain militant objectives, and
others to serve the local inhabitants.
Afterwards, due to the need to keep up with the times, and reinforce teams, this “community of radio players”
began to evolve:
•

Employees were hired, as budgets increased, and they brought a certain level of stability in the radio
services.
• New volunteers, with a variety of profiles, joined the teams:
o Those similar to the radio founders (militants, enthusiasts, engaged citizens, etc.)
o persons entering to join their friends in radio
o persons looking for personal development
o persons desiring to create, maintain or develop, new social ties
o persons looking for personal, civic and social recognition
o groups including representatives of an association, social group, cultural community, etc.
o persons inspired to get together in the short, or long, term, in radio to reinforce their personal skills,
such as students, troubled youth such as school dropouts, social insertion of troubled and marginalised
individuals, etc.
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Today, in independent European radio stations, there are tens of thousands of volunteers. In some countries, the
absence of financing means volunteers must direct and administer the radio stations. In other countries, Paid
staffing is predominant, sometimes leading to professionalization as a result of their radiophonic action. This does
not prevent volunteers from continuing as managers administrators or hosts,. As a result, volunteers and paid
workers continue to work side-by-side.
In theory, the first group ensure the values of associated radio, while the second group enables these values to
reach, and stay on, the air-waves.
Nevertheless, we are seeing an inversion of these trends as it is increasingly the case that paid employees are
managing the radio stations and, sometimes, representing them in national and international organisations. The
elected, volunteer administrators are taking on more symbolic , if not completely honorary, roles, without any
changes to the statutes, since, without serious management, they retain a voting voice. Volunteer hosts are
seeing their shows depending, more and more, on paid employees (for example in the control rooms), and are
less involved in collective operations since “paid employees are now running the show”.
Be careful! Do not think that this trend is the case in all associated radio stations. In fact, many are controlled by
volunteers who ensure their administration duties, with full knowledge of all the radio station’s operational issues,
then delegate, to paid employees, the missions they cannot fulfil because they are too busy. This includes
monitoring the antenna grid, daily information, technical assistance in the control room, etc.
As a result, all of these volunteers are very diverse in terms of personality, motivations, and duties. They can
range from thirteen to ninety years of age, and come from poor or rich backgrounds. They might be performing
this activity as a hobby or as full-time work, they might be seeking social and personal recognition, or social ties.
They might be well-educated or be school system dropouts. They might have nothing to prove to themselves or,
on the other hand, could be seeking to reinforce their self-confidence, to strengthen a positive social, and
personal, image. There are very diverse reasons why volunteers join their local radio stations for a few hours, a
few days, a few weeks, or, in some case, a few years.
During training, which can vary greatly between countries, volunteers are first placed in informal apprenticeship.
They acquire knowledge concerning radiophonic practices and topics including general knowledge, and
procedural awareness, as well as social and behavioural skills,. This acquired capital is not sufficiently
appreciated, in fact, most often, it is not appreciated at all.
When a volunteer leaves radio, what does he take with him? Possibly some recordings he was able to make, a
few video clips showing him in action, meeting minutes memorialising some of his accomplishments, a few
messages from listeners, some images on an internet site, etc. Nothing of serious value to assist with social
insertion, or to win another job, whether in the information and communication fields, or in any other sector, or,
paradoxically, to even get a job at another radio station in his local area, or in another part of Europe, all having
their own formats and processes.

Near FM
Radio Ornithorynque
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3 – Recognising the skills of volunteers
a) A European Skills portfolio
European radio stations and federations launched an action to design a European skills booklet for volunteers of
associated and community radio stations. This booklet, appeared in the middle of 2014, specifying that
volunteers evaluate their own skills, and be officially validated by the managers of governing bodies in order to
confirm their identified skills.
This document was very exhaustive in terms of skills details, but, in order to be 100% effective, required solutions
to 2 problems.
•

Identifying 199 skills, it required, on average, a 2-hour meeting between the volunteer and the manager in
order to identify the definition of each skill, the nuances between them, and the levels attained. This
passionate, formative procedure appeared to be too burdensome and it seemed that the target reader,
radio managers, would not have the time to read and analyse it. A “light” version seemed to be required
and the EurEvalRadio group took up the challenge.

•

What exists to confirm that a manager’s evaluation is reliable or even comprehensible? In fact, even if
associated and community radio stations are all governed by statutes and a common set of values such
as respect for human rights, diversity and free speech for all, they are all very diverse. Whether they are in
an urban zone, a suburb, a rural zone, whether they are dedicated to cultural programming or mere
entertainment, whether they target the youth or the aged, generalist public or a particular community,
whether they are fans of rock, variety, rap, jazz, popular music, folk songs or other genres, whether they
are listened to by millions or only a few hundred, whether they have very old equipment, or the latest
technologies, whether they run on an informal structure or are hyper-structured, whether their staff is
composed of young people, old people or multigenerational personnel, whether they are politically
engaged or not, supported by their territory, or by others….. evaluations produced within these various,
complex contexts will be subjective and not easily interpreted by other radio stations. If we add in
geographic and contextual differences, at the European scale, it is not hard to see how difficult and
complicated it can be to attain mutual comprehension. This is why EurEvalRadio group wanted to identify
radio station categories, and evaluation criteria, based on each type of radio station, so as to provide a
better understanding of the motivations for the particular evaluations.

b) If you tell me who you are, I will know how you evaluate things
•

At a May 2016 seminar, which was conducted, in Dublin, with an audience of more than one hundred
people, Eric Lucas provided two examples to show that the evaluation was worth evaluating, not only from
the point of view of the evaluated person or production, but also from the point of view of the evaluator. As
an example, he cited the student who returned from school, explaining “I obtained a poor grade but it’s not
right, the teacher is the problem” meaning that he doesn’t understand me, or doesn’t like me, because he
did not appreciate the effort I made or simply because the criteria were not properly explained and the
grade cannot be substantiated. The second example was that of a student, who responding to the
philosophy topic “What is audacity?”, hands in a paper with the words “this is audacity”, and can either
receive a grade of 0 out of 20 for handing in what is essentially a blank piece of paper, or a 20 out of 20
for having provided a perfect example of audacity. It’s the same piece of paper, written by the same
author, but could be graded differently by two different examiners, having two different sets of
expectations and values.
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4 - Evaluations
Natural Reticence
Evaluations are a sensitive subject. In fact in the world of independent radio stations, with values of respect for
people and their differences, combat for social, citizen, and professional equality, there is a certain natural
reticence about the very concept of evaluation. Evaluation is too often seen as a classification tool, and a
hierachicalisation of human beings by the absolute power of an allegedly-competent evaluator over a dominated
and submissive subject. The feeling is the result of evaluations in the academic system, for example, where a
production or a result is evaluated based on the strict criteria of an evaluator, rather than progress on the part of
the evaluated person, or based on points of view other than that of the evaluator.
It is first necessary to see that evaluation should not be interpreted as a form of judgement, which would be
morally and socially unacceptable, but as an aid to support social and professional promotion, and even enhance
one’s employability.
“What gives me the right to judge?”
The other issue is a reticence on the part of managers of radio station to admit the pertinence of acknowledging
levels of competence, and assuming the right to officially validate them. It has been acknowledged that this would
help affirm the skills identified by the bearers of the skills booklets, especially during later job search efforts. It is
important to implement this, while bearing in mind the relativity of the evaluations provided therein.
a) Evaluations are Delicate
It is important to understand how evaluations will be used. A skills booklet provides information concerning skills
which is how it gets its name:
• This document is not intended to be a record held against anybody, nor a document to ”track” a person’s
career path. It has nothing to do with, for example certain “worker’s pass” used in the 19th century to
facilitate communication between patrons and help them to identify independent spirits, or rebels, and
prevent them from accessing jobs in new companies. On the contrary, it’s the bearer’s own choice
whether he will present it to a potential employer so he decides whether he will provide it as an additional
support for a job application.
• Second difference: an employer or manager cannot demand to see it. This was true when the skills
booklet was first created, and would remain the case even if the entire sector adopted it: the booklet is
controlled by the bearer who is free to use it as he chooses.
• Its purpose is not to highlight missing skills, but to showcase those that do exist. The booklet reader
need only look at the skills that have been evaluated, and need not extrapolate data based on skills that
are not mentioned and, therefore, not evaluated. Only the filled portion of the glass will be examined, not
the empty half.
• Evaluators who validate the skills levels, must also make sure that they have the ability to do this in an
objective manner. This is why, if there is so much uncertainty, it is useful to consult other team members
for advice, but especially to engage in more in-depth dialogue with the booklet bearer.
• Based on the possible significance of this validation, which could be influential on a professional level,
the evaluator can only validate based on a consensus with the bearer. What we mean, here, is that the
dialogue it inspires is almost as important, in terms of analysis and formation, as the final validation.
• To make it more reliable, and morally acceptable, evaluators owe it to themselves to identify their criteria
and, for each criterion, the most concrete indicators possible.
• He is asked to perform the validation, guided by his heart and conscience, and based on these
aforementioned principles, as well as the qualitative characteristics of his radio station, rather than more
general, abstract considerations.
• It may seem unjust for evaluators to consider the qualitative characteristics of their own radio station, but
it is important in order to attain the desired objectives. The EurEvalRadio project, including the present
guide, must assist with accurate interpretations of these evaluations, based on the specific natures of the
companies who sign them.
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b) Evaluations are Subjective
An undisputedly-reliable, completely-objective evaluation is virtually impossible. Even an exercise in the form of a
“Multiple-Choice Questionnaire” is somewhat subjective. In fact, the selection of questions, including their
formulation, and the intellectual, physical, and psychological condition of the responder, influence the results. It is
well-known that opinion surveys can easily be designed to obtain desired responses.
The main issues affecting subjectivity (among many others) in a skills survey include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the evaluator’s personality
the subject’s personality
the professional context
the economic context
the mood of the day
the subject’s readiness to listen
the time allotted for the evaluation
the choice of criteria
the choice of indicators for the chosen criteria

It is well-known that a manipulative selection of criteria can kill an evaluation…

c) Evaluations are Positive
For a long time, evaluations have been viewed from 2 different angles:
• recognition, and encouragement of success
• penalties for incompetence and lack of effort.
Our mission can only be to seek positive results, such that the beneficiary can profit from it, for example, by
achieving social insertion and employability. Any other approach would be an absolute contradiction to the values
cherished by associated and community radio stations.

Vienna, Austria

An Information Seminar in Dublin
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5 – EurEvalRadio group’s work method
a) An Observation:
Use of the original version of the skills booklet has aroused a unanimous sentiment from users, booklet bearers,
and radio station managers: “Very rich as a document! Possibly too rich!”
1) It would appear that the universality of the booklet, along with its 199 items:
• requires too much time to understand, and use, for self-evaluation
• requires too much dialogue time between bearers and managers in order to validate the skills (on
average, from 1 1/2 to 2 hours)
• gives the impression of skills formulation duplications
• sometimes seems difficult to precisely identify the scope of each skill formulation
This laborious effort is the product of extremely-fine analysis and, for each skill, the effort made to distinguish
between knowledge, know-how and behaviour skills. Paradoxically, as a result of this very fact, users
unanimously acknowledge that the presentation of the skills is useful to evaluate one’s progress within a
professional context, and to establish personal and team objectives.
In summary, it’s a very good prospecting tool, but not a very good personal profile..
2) It was decided that a 5-level hierarchy is too ambitious; the nuances between levels 4 and 5 were
tenuous. As a result, Level 5 has been dropped.
3) Some redundancies were identified, but division into 2 parts raised another concern. The 2 parts were as
follows:
•

Evaluation in a Presentation Based on Eight Major European Skills:
o Maternal Tongue
o Foreign Tongues
o Mathematics and other Science and Technology Skills
o Computers
o Ability to Learn
o Social and Civic Skills
o Initiative and Entrepreneurialism
o Sensitivity and Cultural Expression

•

Evaluation of 3 Major Skills:
o Personal
o Social and Civic
o Radiophonic-Specific Skills

Most of the time, users tried to fill in everything, and, in such cases, they hesitated when they encountered
apparent redundancies between the two systems; mainly with the personal, social, and civic skills.. It was
suggested, therefore, to retain only one of the systems. It was also observed that the radiophonic skills were
distributed among the eight European skills.
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What would be the solution?
The EurEvalRadio Group reviewed these issues, simplified the tool, and refined it to better meet its objectives:
•
•

To validate and, to some degree, certify skills
To allow, to a third party (employer, or manager from another company, locally, or elsewhere in
Europe, even in another activity sector), to better read and understand these skills to the profit of
social and professional insertion.

The fundamental question that motivated the formation of the EurEvalRadio European consortium was, above all,
the reliability of the manager-validated evaluation. In fact, we were convinced that we needed to group the
analysis into three components, or three variables:
• the activity in and of itself (general knowledge, procedural knowledge, know-how, social skills,
behavioural skills)
•
the person who performs the activity
•
the person who validates the skills
For the activity, the following three questions appeared to be appropriate:
•
What do we mean by:
o Knowledge (theoretical, useful, and indispensable knowledge)
o Procedural knowledge (knowledge of methods to plan the action before doing it)
o Know-how (ability to implement a procedure, perform an action)
o Social Skills (ability to adopt behaviour suitable for the action and in relation with others)
o Behavioural Skills (ability to react, adapt, innovate, take unusual initiative, contradict the
norms and rules if they are dysfunctional, in unforeseen situations)?
•
•

How can one properly evaluate the skills within the sometimes vague boundaries of these five forms
of knowledge
In what context will the evaluations be conducted: which methods, which assistance, which personal
and collective objectives, which objectives for the company, for the community, etc.?

Regarding the person evaluated, the following important question:
•
Who are you, in terms of personality and experience, in terms of your academic, social,
professional spheres? Thus the evaluation question is not just about the level reached, but also the
progress.
Regarding the validator:
•
This led to the most difficult aspect: in fact, everyone knows that, even if one is determined to be
completely objective, evaluations are never completely neutral,. If one wants to establish trust in
those who use the skills booklet, alone, in order to evaluate the bearer thereof, some information
must be provided about the person who validated the skills. In order to do that, tools were needed to
understand which values, practices, and references, local, and specific, guided the validator to
assign a level 1, 2, 3 or 4.
We decided to focus on the last issue. even if most associated radio stations are governed by statutes, and
values (respect for human rights diversity, media access for the marginalised), they are still very diverse:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Are they in an urban or rural zone, are they in a suburb?
Do they focus on cultural programming, or general entertainment?
Do they target a specific age group?
Do they target the general public in a specific territory, or community?
Do they specialise in certain musical genres, or are they varied?
What is the size of their audience? Millions, or a few hundred?
Do they use obsolete or modern equipment?
Do they have a casual or hyper-structured administration and/or program?
Is their staff composed mainly of young people, older people, or are they intergenerational?
Are they supported morally, or financially, in their territory, locally or nationally?
Which country do they operate in? Which countries do they target?.
EurEvalRadio Erasmus + European Community Production 2014/2016
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Evaluations influenced by this kind of varied context is naturally subjective and difficult to interpret in other
contexts. Our objective was to identify the criteria for subjectivity in order to develop evaluation and to identify,
within the various contexts that will determine:
o regarding radio stations: that it is a quality station
o regarding accomplishments of volunteers within radio stations (for example shows): that they are quality
accomplishments.
o regarding skills considered to be acquired, or demonstrated, by the volunteer: that they can be
categorised in a certain level
This is what led us to create a “European reference guide for pertinent, harmonised, qualitative indicators in order
to facilitate a properly-understood useful and recognised evaluation of skills both formally, and informally,
acquired by radiophonic volunteers”, a completely indispensable to the skills booklet to reinforce its purpose and
scope.
We developed a methodological protocol and typical files for the visits made to radio stations, by each partner,
within their own countries, or during visits to other countries. Two specific phases were organised to target
different specialties (radio stations, volunteer work, handicapped, rurality/radio station, and social inclusion for
troubled youth in urban settings).

Work Meetings
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paris: January 2015
Ljubljana: February 2015
Florence: September 2015
Madrid: March 2016
Dublin: May 2016
Vienna: June 2016

In these meetings, we focused on:
• The evaluation concept
• The suitability (or otherwise) of establishing a typology for associated and community radio stations in
Europe
• A survey of at least 30 radio stations to identify what makes each one special
• Pertinent criteria and indicators to evaluate the radio station, show, and volunteer skills,
• Identification of criteria and indicators shared by all and those specific to each type of radio station
• Simplification and refinement of the European volunteer skills booklet

Emmanuel Boutterin SNRL President
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Radio Student Work Group

ARCI NovaRadio Plenary Session

Madrid Questionnaire Workshop

Working on an Evaluation

Vienna Work Group

Vienna Final Meeting

c) Training and Sharing of best practices
Sillé-le-Guillaume: November 2015
This training and exchange of observations, as well as best practices, led to the contemplation of two specific
evaluation issues:
• Radio stations and their management actions, and with handicapped persons. This discussion was led
by Irish instructors. Experiences, presentation of training guides, workshops to reproduce training
situations, analyses of these situations, contemplation of positive evaluations, and external
observations (local sports association)
• Radio stations in rural contexts. This meeting was led by French trainers, and was based on the field
experience of several, rural, radio stations who had different histories, financing, callings, and goals
(field visits, meetings with managers, paid and volunteer staff, and discussion about accessibility for
handicapped persons).
This effort ended in Rennes, and the Hôtel de Région, with a large round-table discussion of radio stations and
handicapped persons, then an exchange with French radio station representatives and a meeting with an urban
radio station.

Discussion of Best Practices

Radio Ornithorynque

Presentation of Radio Stations and the
Handicapped
SNRL Congress in Rennes
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Radio Alpes Mancelles

Some Apprentice Students in Sillé

Vienna: January 2016
This training and best-practices exchange led to a contemplation of three specific evaluation issues:
•
•
•

urban radio stations and youth involvement
radio stations and troubled youth
radio stations working with immigrant communities, and playing a positive role in the present
immigration crisis.

The question of evaluation was also discussed with experts
In the field, there were visits to urban radio stations in Vienna and a community television.

Working with Trouble Youth

Obtaining Results
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Working on Diversity and Women

Evaluation Discussion

A Group on the OKTO TV Community Television Stage
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6 – Qualitative criteria in community radios
Criteria and Indicators: let’s be Clear!
We asked qualitative evaluation questions concerning:
• Radio stations, in general
• Individual shows
• Volunteer skills.
There is an evident link between the nature of a radio station, and its shows and how to evaluate the skills of
volunteers. During our investigation, we focussed on three aspects.
Another difficulty concerning evaluation criteria and indicators, in terms of pertinent instruction concerning the
volunteer skills booklet, is that it is usually a matter of informal education.
•

The difference with formal education is that we cannot perform an evaluation while expecting to see
certain predetermined results. In fact, in formal education, the situation of each person and their skills at
the outset of an education session, a set of objectives is established, along with formal pedagogical
processes, to transfer knowledge, know-how, and attitudes, and, it is known, from the very outset, what
kind of results are to be attained. The final evaluation measure the discrepancy of the results with the
goals. We must be clear about this, it still doesn’t mean that the evaluation is completely objective.

•

In the case where, for public service missions, radio stations try to transfer skills to volunteers, the
evaluation in such formal, or informal education situations is based on the same principle of measuring
deviations between desired and actual results. Ireland has developed pertinent tools and confirmed their
effectiveness through experience (Fetac)

The EurEvalRadio process in interested in volunteers who enter radio without specifically seeking to acquire
skills. However, it seemed legitimate to consider the skills acquired during such volunteer activities. The difficulty
is that we are in an informal acquisition situation.
1. Everyone arrives with their own personal situation:
youth/adults
uneducated/highly educated
leisure/militant activity
alone/within a group
new to radio/some degree of radiophonic experience
intervening occasionally/regularly
same maternal tongue as the radio station/different maternal tongue
…. also different life experiences, handicapped individuals, differences in musical genre, sexual orientation, etc..
2.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Everyone also come for different personal motivations and objectives:
By chance
To join friends
To pass the time
To have fun
To share this passion
To be useful
To join a larger group
To overcome a troubled past
To achieve some degree of fame
To gain experience and increase employability
To achieve militant goals
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3. Since the activity of a volunteer is, in general, a compromise between personal desires, militant
intentions, ideas for new shows, engagement in the association, and the specific constraints, limits
administration of a given radio station, evaluation by measuring discrepancies between actual and
desired results is impossible. In fact, the desired results were not well formalised and, even less so,
were the evaluation tools, structures, and definition of results, apparent and reinforced skills.
These three considerations led to one question: “Is a well-formalised evaluation possible in informal situations?
We decided it is, under the condition the evaluator, and the evaluatee share and understand the criteria and
indicators.
Criteria enable us to evaluate in a precise manner. Nevertheless, they remain an abstract concept. A particular
criterion can be large and very pointed. A priori, the most reliable evaluation criteria are based on a solid and
rigorous reference system for reliable results. For example: the ability to exercise a team activity is a criterion but
is difficult to evaluate due to multiple subjectivities. On the other hand, evaluation of the ability to keep his
commitment to provide a weekly broadcast, is obviously simpler. It’s either regular or it’s not.
Even if criteria are important, they have no force, nor legitimacy, if the evaluation is not based on concrete,
pertinent indicators.
Indicators answer the question: “How do my criteria prove that the skill has been acquired, and to what degree?
For each criterion, there should be several indicators. The indicators can be quantitative, i.e. non-debatable, or
qualitative, to be discussed, and require justification vis-à-vis the quantitative indices. The success indicators can
be useful because they are simple “I have succeeded if……..”. The indicators must be concrete, observable,
simple, and contextualised. An indicator takes more force when it is combined with multiple indicators. It is still
possible to combine performance indicators (which happens during the process), result indicators (productions,
accomplishments, attained objectives etc.), impact indicators (for the person, the radio station, the territory, etc.).
The limit of these criteria, and the indicators, is a result of their harmonisation whether in a structure, or in a
sector such as ours, at the national and European levels, whether the objective is to develop mobility and
employability with a European vision. This harmonisation is, therefore, important, and we want the present guide
to help in the development, and use, of the European skills booklet.

Is there a simple community radio typology?
We had to consider that, if radio stations in Europe are different, they would have to evaluate their actions,
broadcasts, and member skills, differently. In order to maintain maximum credibility for the manager-confirmed
skills validations, it was necessary to know something about the values and criteria on which the skills were
evaluated. It seemed useful, therefore, to create a radio station typology, an exercise which had never yet been
performed. The idea was that, by using such a typology, the skills booklet could be interpreted much quicker, and
easier, with greater accuracy, if the values which led to the evaluation were known. It became apparent that the
typology was, in fact, difficult to establish due to the fact that there was no deterministic approach, This became
most evident when combining the following five criteria:
•
•
•
•
•

Geographic Location and Community Population
Radio Station General Missions: Editorial Philosophy
Target Audience
Contents of the Spoken Programs
Musical Genre.

As an example, there are rural radio stations, which have strong educative vocations, cultural contents and
original musical genres, and which address immigrant communities in their particular territories, etc., and others
whose purpose is strictly to entertain, and, therefore, whose musical genre is based on success, or more, popular
traditional programming which are not interested in social, cultural or political agendas, and do not have any
means of assuming such goals.
There are also urban radio stations which focus on entertainment and, therefore, have musical genre based on
success, and are not interested in communities in their territories or any social, cultural or political agendas.
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A priori, it must be observed that collective lack of knowledge, and resulting misrepresentations, lead to false
images that cannot be generalised.
The work helped to verify that each radio station was unique, and that it was difficult to categorise them. We
worked on two questionnaires which you can consult at the end of the booklet. These questionnaires will be
useful to everyone seeking a tool to better classify radio stations, and obtain references for qualitative values.
We studied 31 questionnaires completed with radio stations in our various countries.
• 19 questionnaires concern urban and peri-urban radio stations
• 12 questionnaires concern rural and mountain radio stations
In the table below, you will find criteria to identify the operational characteristics of associated radio stations in
Europe, and a large selection of answers, as provided by them, in response to questions concerning the
inclusion, training, and values of volunteers. The table also provide the criteria, and indicators used to evaluate
the quality of the radio stations and broadcasts, and to identify,, and validate, the skills of volunteers.
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c) Survey Results: Urban and Peri-urban Radio Stations
Type of Organisation
Average Number of Employees and
Range
Average Number of Volunteers and
Range
Average Number of Administrators
and Range

13 associations, 1 cooperative, 1 media, 1 foundation, 1 limited-guarantee
company, 2 non-profit, community-focussed companies
Average: 5
From 0 to 12 employees
Average: 102

From 5 to 300 volunteers

Average: 8

From 0 to 20 administrators

Missions: What are the Radio Stations Doing?
89%
78%
89%

Provision of Local Information
Community Service
Cultural Development
Minority local, regional endangered
language/culture programming
Education
Entertainment
Diversity
Social Inclusion and Integration
Opportunities for People With
Disabilities
Adult Training Courses
Organizing Events for the Community
Other

Provision of Local Information

18

47%
63%
84%
84%
89%
57%
68%
57%
Trans-Border Actions
Local television
Alternative messages with respect to the general public media
Student radio stations

89%
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Means of Identification and Links with Territory and Inhabitants
47%
95%

Listener ratings
Facebook
Twitter

68%

95%
47%
73%
89%
52%
63%
68%
Radio Station Collaborating With Other Bodies, Institutions, and Groups
Other Community Associations
100%
Educational Institutions
84%
Local Governments
89%
Regional Governments
57%
National Governments
31%
European Programs
63%
Social Services
57%
Private Enterprise
52%
Foundations
26%
Regional Radio Associations
57%
National Radio Associations
79%
International Radio Associations
57%
Internet
Print
Telephone
In person
Other Media
Events and Exhibitions
Training Courses

1 – What type of support is provided for volunteers?
Use of Radiophonic Equipment and Computers
Vocal Expression
Annual Training to New Volunteers
Regular Training
Information on Association New
Internal training dedicated to vocal, and technical expression, broadcast sound-editing, and vox pop
During the day, we provide volunteers, with a technician, and a studio, to record broadcasts.
After 6pm, an entire studio is made available to them. They have their own key, and are autonomous. They can broadcast
their own live show. If the broadcast team needs technical support (recording of several broadcasts, for example), we offer
them weekly, niche hours, during which they have the support of a technician.
An annual, general assembly (Financial reporting, accomplishments, and forecasts for the next season)
One, or two, annual festive meetings, and meetings with various volunteers who don’t regularly meet during the year.
Assistance and training (animation and technique) for project (broadcasts, interviews, etc.)
Daily Availability
Visits when they make their broadcasts
Initiation Training
Studio made available for new arrivals
Local network training for radio station communities
Use of the mixing board
Development of expression
Basic workshops
A written agreement
Choice of participation in a program
Basic 2 ½ -Day Course
Trainer-observation of first 2 broadcasts
Informal training
Encouragement to take external courses
Mentoring and other training
Encouragement of volunteers to increase their self-confidence
Regular feedback on volunteer broadcasts
Social training
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Regular, common meals in local restaurants
Mutual support
Radiophonic training
Skills development
Personal development support
Assistance to reduce social isolation
Meeting room open to other organisations and volunteers
Hygiene Training
Pastoral Support
Continuous Training
Preparation and training on technical equipment
Proposition of close collaboration with association members
Training adapted to volunteer projects
Training dependant on apprentice’s prior experience
Theoretical and practical training
Technical equipment hands-on experience
Microphone Expression
Interviews
How to deal with technical problems
Volunteers can request training via forms
Theoretical and practical training
Observation of broadcasters in action
Program suggestions
Validation by a committee of program contents
Written volunteer commitment
Assistance with a broadcast
Thirty hours of training
Suggestion for a broadcast
Preparation and presentation of a pilot program
The Programs Committee decides the programs for each month
Two training periods per year
Each volunteer has three training sessions before given access to broadcast
Broadcast Suggestion Form
Mentoring
Integration into an existing team

2 – Does radio volunteering lead to employability? Do volunteers find jobs based on
skills acquired in radio?
In other radio stations (broadcasters, managers, sound engineers)
Multimedia editors
Community managers
Becoming a journalist after starting as volunteer in radio,
A radio university apprentice becoming a journalist
Sports broadcaster (football) working in a local radio
Many are employees in other, local associated radio stations, a technician in a public service radio in the capital, three went
back to journalism school.
Yes, not only in radio but other types of media such as magazines
Some volunteers found jobs in public or private service media
One in national public radio
Two volunteers work for public service radio
One woman accessed a teaching assistant position
Some go into newspaper or other radio stations
Some are in commercial and public radio stations, one is in the National Regulation Authority
Yes in commercial radio stations or other community radio stations
Many continue in radio through employment or civic service. Out of 5 employees, 2 are former volunteers. Some found
broadcast or journalism schools

3 – What type of training and what contents are provided to volunteers?
Basic Training
Vocal Expression
Radiophonic Tools
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Radio Technique: Sound, Voice, Ethics
Radio History and Missions
Youth Topics
Male/Female Equality
Vocal Expression
Technique
Broadcast Sound-editing on Computers
Vox Pop
Internet Site Use
We offer our volunteers training and development in interview techniques, recording, use of equipment.
Hosting, editing of broadcasts, documentaries, interviews, etc.
Technical practices (production, sound-editing).
Live Radio
Recording
Production
Interview Techniques
Skills Assistance (to the point of being able to broadcast a show)
13-Hour Basic Workshops
Advanced Workshops: audio, jingle, interviews, presentations, sounds engineering, techniques, cross media, voice, debates,
hosting, etc.
Live Presentation Techniques
Production Skills
Studio Use
Interviewing
Sound-Editing
External Shows
Community Event Management
Legal Information
Advertising Skills
Introduction to Radio Skills
Production Skills: sound-editing, interviews, studio use, radiophonic writing, radiobroadcasting laws
Media Education
Technical Training
Sound-Editing
Training Specific to the Volunteer’s Program
Apprentice-Specific Training (depending on their skills/experience)
Theoretical and Practical Courses
Technical Equipment
Microphone Expression
Interview
How to Deal with Technical Problems
Accredited Training
Level 3 Media and Expression
Level 4 Community Radio
Accredited Training
Formal and Informal Training
Informal Training

4 – How do you evaluate radio-volunteers kills?
Production Auditions
Test Broadcasts
Internal Hearing Committee
Satisfaction Survey at the end of each training session
No skills evaluation grid,
Monitoring is performed by a programming commission which provides advice
We evaluate their skills by listening to their broadcasts and giving them feedback, then making proposals for follow-up
training.
If it is a specific project for an institution (school, social centre, etc.) it can be evaluated as a function of the “objectives”
established by the project initiator.
In the case of a volunteer who is volunteering, evaluation is performed through verbal discussions.
Informal
Mandatory Feedback Workshops
Discussion and Analyses
Suggestions for improvement
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Proposals for specific workshops
Evaluation by managers, paid employees and volunteers
Individual Feedback
Team Meetings
Encouragement of further skills development
Evaluation at the start, mid-term and end of the work assignment
If possible, individual apprenticeship objectives formulated by trainer and apprentice (not always)
Evaluation of a demonstration broadcast and trainer feedback
Informal training, not yet accredited
We wish to develop a formal evaluation system
Monthly meeting with volunteers
Community meeting every 3 months
Staff Member Feedback
Permanent Contact to Monitor Progress
Meetings with Volunteers
Program Advice
Identification of New Training Needs
Voice Techniques and Ethics
Evaluation of Productions and Results
Informal Feedback
Individual Discussions
Analysis Workshop for possible improvements
Broadcast Success Based on Fixed Objectives

5 a – What is a “Quality” Radio Station?
It exposes the community to the outside world
Professional success of the hosts
Public Appreciation
Quality of programming (local information in a local tongue), local focus (cohesion and development, multi-cultural, ratings
(mobile FM, tablets, internet and social networks), loyalty of volunteers, relations with public authorities,
Diversity of significant broadcasts. Our force is the variety of our content. We provide musical broadcasts such as scientific
and human rights broadcasts. Another quality is diffusion and follow-up of local social and labour-union information.
In addition, our broadcasts have been programmed and monitored for several years.
We have a wide audience
Reinforcement of local participation
The number of persons engaged in radio
The diversity and number of broadcasts
Innovation
Regular improvement
Trusted by decision-makers
Increased number of radio and online listeners
The number of listeners and their feedback
The diversity of the programs
Issues not covered by other broadcasters
Originality
Programming Schedule
Combination of informative and entertaining programs different than other radio stations,
Ability to represent the community and its daily life
Sole radio community in the region
30 years of experience and history
Culture, music, information, experience: recognition
Ability to survive in spite of difficulties
The number of passionate and attentive listeners
The people in the community who participate in training
The quality of the volunteers
Listener Engagement
Offers of Participation
Regular Growth
Presence in National and International Scenes
Community Recognition
Program Diversity
Population-Oriented Programs
Targeted Audience Questions
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5 b – Which criteria do you employ?
It exposes the community to the outside world
The professional success of the hosts
Public Appreciation
The Quality of the Diverse Programming, Plurality, Technical Quality, …
The Number and Faithfulness of Volunteers
Local Commitment: it is a Reference Structure
Monitoring of the Broadcasts by the Programming Commission
Each CA member is encouraged to listen in from time to time
The targeted criteria include vocal expression, serial programming, quality interviews, accommodation of guests, and
punctuality.
Evaluation and satisfaction surveys
Innovation
Continuous self-improvement
Confidence of decision-makers
increased radio and online audience
the number of community participants who come to events
the number of internet site visits
ability to communicate the program and changes
increased number of women in radio
breaking cultural barriers
increase in station resources
years of experience
comments from listeners and the community
ability to provide a voice to people who would not otherwise have one
subscription to the monthly bulletin
daily emails
letters
number of involved persons
the number of involved minorities
the number of involved bodies
the number of listeners, but it’s not essential
The number of broadcasts
the frequency of the broadcasts
the commitment of volunteers
the number of listeners
the contribution of volunteers
comments from listeners

5 c – Which indicators do you employ?
Ratings surveys
Google analysis
The number of volunteers
Our indicators are essentially based on listener feedback (telephone), Facebook popularity, feedback when broadcast
encounters a technical problem (listeners call in to notify of problems).
Feedback from persons who present one or more projects. Listener feedback.
The number of radio participants
The diversity of persons in radio
The broadcast topics
Reports on programs, courses and finances
The number of community participants who come to events
The number of internet site visits
Knowing how to communicate the program schedule and changes
Increase in the number of women on radio
Breaking cultural barriers
Increase in the number of station resources
How many volunteers come back
How long volunteers remain at the station
The diversity of profiles and volunteer backgrounds
Positive feedback from listeners
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Positive feedback from guests
Positive feedback from local institutions and associations
Public financial support
Radio longevity
Comments from the public
Relationships with other players
Request for participation in our programs
Relations with the press
Partnership with radio station networks
Relations with other associations and institutions
Listeners
Annual subscriptions
Feedback from groups and individuals
Media coverage
Pricing
Telephone calls
Social Media
Emails
Letters
Christmas cards
Testimonies
Interaction with listeners
Surveys
Feedback forms
Number of listeners
Progression of volunteers
Internet surfers…

6 a – What is a “Quality” broadcast?
Originality of topics
Values
Elocution and speech
Production structure and documentation
Topics: news and social interest
Good fore-preparation with participants
Diversity of opinions
Linguistic quality
Musical programming
Broadcast pace
Voice quality
Sound quality
Punctuality
Dynamism
Topic quality
Engages listener interest
Musical series
No repetition
Loyalty of audience
Telephone feedback and listener social networks
For us, quality of the hosts and contents of their broadcasts are criteria for a good broadcast. They are integrated into the
programming grid, it being discussed and validated each year by the Association Bureau. The radio offers local information (it
broadcasts over a 50km range),
A broadcast that is worth listening to, a broadcast that teaches people ;things
An “enjoyable” technical production (programming, etc.).
An impact on the target audience
Regular audience
Well-presented programs
Host has good relations with the public
Good sound
No technical errors or difficulties
The host is attractive and appropriate for the target audience
The topic is interesting for the target audience
Community and territory interest
Success of a broadcast is not only the number of listeners
Quality for the targeted group
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Community pertinence and participation
Contents
Technical production
Quality of the voices and music
Interesting contents, well documented
Program timing is respected
Participation of listeners and volunteers
Broadcast matches the editorial theme
Broadcast with respect to our regulated missions (licence)
Host’s respect
Listener interest
Sound and technical quality

6 b – Which criteria do you use?
Originality of topics
Values
Elocution and speech
Production structure and documentation
Topic: news or social interest..
Good fore-preparation with participants;
Diversity of opinions;
Linguistic quality;
Musical programming
Broadcast pace
Sound q
Punctuality
Dynamism
Quality of the voices
Quality of the topics
Listener Interest
Musical series
No repetitions
Listener loyalty
Telephone feedback and listener social networks
The broadcasts contents must concern our broadcast audience
Feedback.
Surveys
Program Commission regulation
Feedback workshops
Good sound
No technical errors or difficulties
The host must be attractive and appropriate to the target audience
The target audience is interested in the topics
Audience results
Direct contact with listeners
Contacts with guests
Daily reports
Respect for 25% of national music
Analysis by a programming committee
Audience for all programs
Respect for the host
Listener interest
Sound and technical quality

6 c – Which indicators do you use?
Feedback
Word of mouth
Social networks
Retours sur place
Number of downloads and broadcast listeners, if a podcast
Listener feedback
Feedback
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Social media interaction
Text messages
Telephone calls
Local participation
Written notice from the Program Examination Committee
Structure
The number of interveners and voices
The broadcast host
A broadcast checklist
Respect for relationship between the music and the narration

7 a – How do you analyse and qualify a Volunteer’s Work and Skills?
Commitment
Regularity
Topic originality
Quality preparation
Ensures commitments to listeners and the association
Respect for the radio’s values and missions
Linguistic quality
Involvement in volunteer actions
The programming commission’s monitoring of their broadcasts
Quality of narration
We value program audience listening, and relay both positive and negative feedback. If necessary, solutions are suggested.
Achieve a reasonable level of engagement and participation which profits the radio and volunteers
Satisfaction of the colleagues and listeners
Not only the radiophonic skills
Ability to pursue their ambitions
Reinforcement of their ability to obtain a job, and to obtain advanced training
Increase in self-confidence
Increased civic involvement
More respect for the community
Larger participation in the local community
More engagement in the political spheres or civil society
Based on fixed objectives
Ability to produce an appealing, comprehensible broadcast with preparation clearly described in a guide
Take an active role in radio operations
Number and quality of suggestions
Team work
Ethics
Commitment
Degree of participation
Development
Capable of getting involved in station at the level of their capabilities
Enthusiasm
Interaction
Commitment to quality contents

7 b – Which criteria do you use?
Quality and organisation
Informal criteria for volunteers who come to the station on their own
Evaluations at the beginning and end, and training, when persons are from an educational organisation (ex: university)
Positive feedback
Relation between fixed objectives and results
Personal experience
Comprehension of ethics and engagement with respect to programming and broadcast audience
Presentation
Hosting
Sound-editing ability
Participation in the station’s daily activities
Programming
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7 c – Which indicators do you use?
Listeners become more and more demanding (expecting professional quality)
Program production per schedule
Respect for the station’s values and missions
Listener satisfaction and radio station organisation
By asking the following question: Would I listen to the broadcast? Would you listen?
Progress on fixed objectives
Satisfaction level of volunteers
Feedback
Personal experience
Involvement in management and station interests
The number of new broadcasts produced
Solving problematic issues
Formulation of improvement needs
Relation between the result, and the expectations/planned goals

8 – Which procedure do you follow to evaluate the progress and acquisitions of
volunteers?
Regular listening
Internal meetings
Technical assistance suggestions
Rare possibility of directing broadcasts in the case of inadequacy
No specific procedure
Mentoring by the director
Once per year, meetings with volunteers and managers, to plan out future commitments
Regular meetings with volunteers
Sporadic discussions during meetings or external platforms
No objectives outside of the internal regulations
Mandatory training, every season. for all new members
At the end of the [fiscal] year (June), we ask our volunteers (main hosts and co-hosts) to fill out a questionnaire providing their
feedback, needs, desires, improvements for the next season. We offered them technical training courses to update their skills
in July.
Very soon, we will involve the volunteers in some station decisions (for example, internet site update).
Continuous monitoring, training and regular discussions
Regular meetings
Mandatory feedback workshops to analyse, discuss and propose methods of improvement
Individual feedback
Encouragement to improve skills
Encouragements to participate in other radio station activities
Training for would-be volunteers
No formal system for evaluation
Informal comments if there are problems
It is difficult to supervise all volunteers due to the number of volunteers and the size of the paid staff
Specific skills workshops: multi-track editing, external broadcasts, studio management,
Support for personal skills
Monthly meetings
Community meetings every 3 months
Contact with staff
Permanent informal contacts
Meetings
Training tailored to needs
Feedback concerning past broadcasts
Informal feedback
Individual discussions
Regular discussions
Regular training
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9 – Additional information?
It is unfortunate that nothing is standardised for all associations or radio stations to ensure a common monitoring of all our
volunteers, because each radio station has their own notion of things, resulting in a “relative estimate” of the capabilities and
performance of the latter
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d) Survey Results: Rural and mountain community radios
Type of Organisation
Average Number of Employees and
Range
Average Number of Volunteers and
Range
Average Number of Managers and
Range

9 associations, 2 non-profit companies
Average: 4.5 employees
From 0 to 19
Average: 41 volunteers

From 10 to 90

Average: 8 administrators

From 2 to 24

Missions:
What Radio Stations are Doing
Local Information
Community Service
Cultural Development
Support of Local, Regional and
Endangered Minority
Tongues/Cultures
Education
Entertainment
Programming for Diversity
Social Inclusion and Integration
Opportunities for People With
Disabilities
Training Courses for Adults
Organizing Community Events
Others

100%
83%
91%
17%
91%
83%
58%
66%
41%
58%
41%
International Actions
Support of Heritage
Artistic expression
Popular programming with traditional music
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Ratings Surveys
Facebook

Means of Identification and Links with the Community and its Inhabitants
25%
83%

Twitter

25%

Website
Print
Telephone
In Person
Other Media
Events and Exhibitions
Training Courses

91%
41%
66%
83%
50%
75%
50%
Radio Station Collaborates with Bodies, Institutions, and Groups
Other Community Associations
100%
Educational Institutions
91%
Local Governments
91%
Regional Governments
75%
National Governments
50%
European Programs and Bodies
41%
Social Services
75%
Private Companies
50%
Foundations
8%
Regional Radio Associations
66%
National Radio Associations
75%
International Radio Associations
25%

1 –What support is provided to volunteers?
Entry training and ongoing assistance
Internal training
Sharing of knowledge, constructive criticism of broadcasts, use of techniques (tables and sound-editing software and
broadcast programming)
Use of technical tools
Volunteers are students having their first experience with radio by organised courses in radio studios for the purpose of
teaching languages and media.
Many of them are able to make their own broadcasts in their spare time and are mentored by radio technicians.
Training is organised by the radio station whose professionals (journalists, hosts) transfer their know-how to the volunteers, to
students, and to teachers.
Basic skills training
Signed contract to determine the content of programs
Initiation procedure
Basic radiophonic skills training
Choice of involvement in programming, administration, research, etc.
Training certified at the national level for community radio stations (levels 3 and 4)
This training covers 5 fields per 2-hour session with groups of 5 to 7 volunteers
First stage includes hosting a musical program then proceeding to other levels
After determining the motivations in a meeting, there is a fast-track training in the broadcast concept in line with the editorial,
and cultural, themes, as well as the radio format via its programming schedule, the host performs a jingle to announce his
broadcast – which gives him a sense of responsibility – then he is able to broadcast. Mentored by one or more employees, he
is assisted and advised but only in the form of the broadcast (pace, elocution, construction, etc.). He can also build on this
through working with a technician-host.

2 – Does radio station volunteering facilitate employability? Do volunteers find jobs
based on skills acquired at the Radio Station?
Professional communication education
On-site jobs
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One of our journalists began as a volunteer at our radio station. He became the first paid employee, then left to work in the
communication department of a departmental network
Many were able to find jobs in radio and television but spent the first years in radio
Each year, students who had their first radio experience went to study journalism, a lot of them were hired as journalists, or
worked as hosts for RTL Luxembourg or other radio stations in Luxembourg, one of our former students even worked for
many years in a commercial Belgium radio station
A lot of unemployed persons became employable
Some, but a small percentage
There was very good acceptance in other radio stations such as decentralised public service radio stations.

3 – What kind of training, content were provided to the Volunteers?
Associated radio sprit and values
Broadcast host
Radiophonic writing
Technical foundation
Internal training by radio station employees
Self-directed learning
On-the-job radio station training (technical, internal regulations)
Concrete training
Broadcast structure
Research
Handling persons for interviews
Speech –articulation- microphone work
Listening skills
General training
Technical support
Assistance with the development of projects
Local hosting
Use of a 13-step guide
First steps
nd
2 level basic training
rd
3 level cross-media training provided by paid employees
Technical training
Presentation and production
Program production
Respect for the law
Individual training
No group training because of the rurality and groups difficult to compose with participants
Internal, informal, certified training
Brief training, then progressive broadcast training. We also provided collective broadcast training to all volunteer hosts.
Development in the communication field
Technical assistance with their own broadcasts

4 –How do you properly evaluate the skills of volunteers in the radio?
European skills booklet
Discussions
Quality of the broadcasts, knowing that our volunteers are mainly hosts of broadcast that they organised.
European skills booklet, if necessary
No evaluation. Completely informal
The “products” are analysed and critiqued in group, or individual, meetings
First broadcast recorded before given access to live broadcasting
Regular discussions
Validation of certified training
Motivation
Expertise and knowledge
Desire to share their passion
Vocal and listening abilities
Personal development
Team integration and radio programs
Signing the guide
Use of the volunteer’s booklet
Production of a pilot broadcast
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Listening to permanent employees
Validation or otherwise

5 a – On what basis do you say that you have a Quality radio station?
It is unique
It provides local services
It provides surprises
It is in association with the academic world
It exposes the community to the outside world
We think we have a quality radio station due to listener feedback, thanks to the trust of community leaders demonstrated by
signing communications contracts.
A large number of volunteers (if it wasn’t quality, they would leave)
Program diversity
Broadcast audio quality
Listener feedback
Great atmosphere
Popular radio
It provides pleasure and happiness
Diverse content
Proximity
Program diversity
The number of contributions from various communities
Audience interest
The fact that the broadcasts are performed by a large spectrum of the local population, children, adolescents, but also
residents in retirement homes
Program diversity
Commitment of the personnel
Diversity of interviews
The number of persons in contact with the radio station
Being in a communication hub
Highlighting community activities and successes
Accommodating handicapped persons
Reducing isolation
More and more people want to get involved in radio
We have become a local reference
Students want to gain experience with us
Popularity in social media
Some of our programs are financed by a national program authority and this is a recognition of our professionalism
Our missions, which are defined by our board of directors: encourage the expression of local populations.
Many aspects are fundamental: association of popular education, social economy and solidarity, proximity, independence,
citizenship, solidarity.
We are also becoming a permanent link with our community and its players. We are a player in local development.
Our journalistic work (information, topics, morning shows) place use in the rank of media; thus our presence at press
conferences and events organised by state departments, territorial governments and associated players. News and local
information are an important characteristic of our radio. Along with musicale and cultural diversity.
The presence of guests in our journals, morning shows and topic-driven broadcasts are also a strong point in our programs.
Their satisfaction after an interview is important and they often connect to our internet site, such as the guest’s own websites,
to indicate listener interest. This indicator is more reliable than paid surveys, especially in rural zones.
Varied programming
Avoidance of irrelevant chat
Strong musical format with only the required amount of messages

5 b – Which criteria do you use?
Public recognition
Community recognition
Program diversification
Support fund feedback
Media following
Solicitations
External critiques
Listener feedback
Trusted by leaders in the local communities
Community audience
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Word of mouth
Program diversity
The number of contributions made by various communities
Audience interest
The fact that broadcasts are created by a large spectrum of the local population, children, adolescents, but also residents of
retirement homes…
Sales of association products
The number of volunteers
More programming hours
Program quality
Popular programming
Professionals productions
Respect for our missions defined by our board of directors: encourage expression of local populations.
Many fundamental aspects: association with popular education, social economy and solidarity, proximity, independence,
citizenship.
We must also remain in constant contact with our community and its players. We are instrumental in local development.
Our journalistic work (information, topics, morning shows) place use in the rank of media; thus our presence at press
conferences and events organised by state departments, territorial governments and associated players. News and local
information are an important characteristic of our radio. Along with musicale and cultural diversity.
Observation of our competitors’ mediametry

5 c – Which indicators do you use?
Contracts with public authorities: grants
Radio solicitation for action (ex: forums)
The number of different broadcasts
Culture, education, environment, development local, integration, job development
The number of press articles and both local and international television
The number of requests the radio station receives
Word of mouth
Listener feedback
Trust of local community leaders
A large number of volunteers
Program diversity
Listener feedback
Telephone feedback
Meetings with people
Organised events (participation and discussions)
Contacts with associations (letters, etc.)
More volunteers
More original programs
More broadcast time
The presence of guests in our journals, our morning shows and our topic-based broadcasts is also a strong point of our
programs.
Their satisfaction after an interview is important and they often connect to our internet site, such as the guest’s own websites,
to indicate listener interest.
This indicator is more reliable than paid surveys, especially in rural zones.
Listener audience during events
Radio Vallespir listens for musical accompaniment during the day
Acceptance of the idea that, sometimes, the listener listens to other radio stations

6 a – On what basis do you say you have a Quality broadcast?
Regularity
Structural consistency
External interveners
Cultural and informative content
Dynamism
Clear elocution
Well-prepared musical programming
A supervisor for the technician or his replacement
A broadcast is good when there is high fluidity; when there are many interveners during an interactive broadcast; when there
are good testimonies from listeners.
The topics (musical or other)
The pace
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The audibility and comprehension
A broadcast that matches its audience’s needs (ex: musical broadcasts that dedicated to families and the elderly)
Regularity
Information quality and accuracy
Good feedback
Good listener feedback
Pertinent, local information
Opens up new horizons for listeners
Helps people feel more engaged with their community
Introduces new types of music
Supports engaged people
Professional presentation
Good planning and organisation
Originality
Caters to community interests
It must meet the radio station criteria (citizen issues, solidarity, diversity. It produce return for the investment, and reflect the
initiator’s passion. We also make sure to perfectly integrate programs created by professional and volunteers, and the
broadcast must provide added-value: musical colour, info-service, entertainment, and cultural, personal and collective
expression.
In terms of format, it must be properly paced, and in line with the topic. A broadcast must also be varied and diversified even if
it focusses on a single topic or style of music. Documentaries, news, guests and reporting are also means of ensuring
broadcast diversity.

6 b – Which criteria do you use?
Easy-listening
Informative nature
Regularity
Good structure
Fluidity
Number of interveners
Interactive
Quality of the topics (musical or otherwise)
The pace
Audibility and comprehension
A broadcast is completed
The contents are right
Regularity
Information quality and accuracy
Number de volunteers
Regularity
Engagement of community groups
Satisfaction of the hosts is important but not sufficient. The professional team and, of course, the listeners, must appreciate
the result of the live broadcast or podcast.
The programming
The quality: listening comfort, sound control

6 c – Which indicators do you use?
Regularity
The richness of the contents
The diversity of the contents
Respect for the initial objectives
Opinions of listeners
Opinions of colleagues
Good listener feedback.
Telephone calls (for example; dedications)
Listener feedback
Broadcast regularity
Social media feedback
Public interaction by radio is no longer a pertinent measurement
Number of volunteers
Regularity
Engagement of community groups
From time to time, management makes talks to the volunteer hosts about their broadcasts, and suggest improvements
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Word of mouth

7 a – How do you analyse or qualify volunteers’ work and skills?
Regular attendance
Punctuality
Empathy
Ambition and modesty
Listening skills
Autonomy
Flexibility
Militant commitment
Respect for others
Respect for listeners
Open mind
Availability
Audibility and comprehension
Pace
Regularity
Punctuality
Respect for the equipment
Respect for rules and instructions
Enduring commitment
The management team must listen to what’s being broadcast
Lack of time for regular feedback
Informal exchanges
Need for regular, constructive feedback
Happiness
Productivity
Innovation
The person (paid employee or volunteer) must enjoy work.
Enthusiasm is shared with listeners.
The host must know his subject and share his passion with humility.
A broadcast must be geared to the audience – and not necessarily towards a strict target
Each topic-driven broadcast has its own set of listeners (live and on-site). Upkeep and progression are essential.
Good listener feedback
Good musical selection
Good understanding between volunteers

7 b – Which criteria do you use?
Assiduity
Punctuality
Empathy
Ambition and modesty
Listening skills
Autonomy
Flexibility
Militant commitment
Respect for others
Respect for the listener
Open mind
Availability
Audibility and comprehension
Pace
Regularity
Punctuality
Respect for the equipment
Respect for rules and instruction
Exchanges and feedback concerning the activities
Informal
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7 c – Which indicators do you use?
Presence
Friendly smile
Growth in work skills and initiatives
Comments
The number of times he asks for help without a good reason
Participation in exceptional actions
Radio discourse with local authorities and peers
Complaints from others
Complaints from listeners
Examples of adaptation to changes
Positive responses to meet radio needs
The indicators include errors committed during programming for example, hesitations during live broadcasts.
Respect for the broadcast schedule
Listener feedback
Feedback from interviewees
Listener feedback
Online visits
Feedback
Listener feedback including emails and number of connections are still objective, reliable indicators.
Informal discussions

8 – Which procedure do you use to evaluate volunteer progress and acquisitions?
Informal discussions
Team meetings
Skills booklet
Regular discussions, supervision
Regular discussions
Confidence
Regularity of broadcasts
No supervision
Informal
Additional training when needs appear for example: sound-editing workshops
Informal feedback
Regular discussions
When accompanied by paid technician, the technicians provide supervision. He can advise volunteers.
Management is also the first and essential contact of all volunteer hosts. He must develop his broadcast concept so that his
proposal is accepted. After discussion, a schedule niche, and some training are defined. Assistance and supervision is then
natural but one of the challenges is the integration of the volunteer’s broadcast into our own programming, and vice-versa. In
this respect, dialogue must be continuous and constructive!

9 – Other Additional Information?
Since they are all volunteers, confidence and regularity of the broadcasts or documentaries.
Each volunteer is committed to stick to the program schedule and, therefore, the planned number of broadcasts and
documentaries from September to June.
Some examples:
No radio broadcasts that don’t bring happiness
Encourage curiosity and meetings
Don’t fear innovation
No integration possible without a common desire
Accept the passage to something else for the youth
Manage the constraints to achieve regularity
Do not be stingy with encouragements
But you have to be real, if a host is not appealing or does not progress
A host is friendly but maintains professionalism
Pose lots of questions that the listener would be asking
Be available
No political interviews or debates during elections but interview the elected officials
Advantage in little or no competition in the rural areas
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Survey Results: Summary Table for All Radio Stations
71% associations, 3% cooperatives, 3% media, 3% foundations, 3%
companies limited by guarantees, 13% non-profit organisations
Average: 4.8
Range: 0 to 19

Type of Organisation

Average Number of Employees and
Range
Average: 78
Range 2 to 300
Average Number of Volunteers and
Range
Average: 8
Range: 0 to 24
Average Number of Administrators
and Range
Percentage of participation in the administration between volunteers and employees

Missions
Local information
Community Service
Public Service
Cultural Development
Minority local, regional endangered
language/culture programming
Education
Entertainment
Diversity
Social Inclusion and Integration
Opportunities for people with
disabilities
Training Courses
Organizing Events in the Community
Others

94%
80%
90%
35%
74%
84%
74%
80%
51%
64%
51%
Trans-border Actions
Local Television Activity
Bring an alternative message with respect to the public media
Student Radio stations
International Action
Heritage Action
Radiophonic Artistic Creation
Popular broadcasts with traditional music
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Means of Identification and Links with the Community and Its Inhabitants
38%
90%

Ratings/Listener Surveys
Facebook
Twitter

51%

Website
Print
Telephone
In Person
Other Media
Events and Exhibitions
Offer Training Courses

93%
45%
70%
87%
51%
90%
61%
Radio collaborates with Other Bodies, Institutions, and Groups
Other Community Associations
100%
Educational Institutions
87%
Local Governments
90%
Regional Governments
64%
National Governments
38%
European Programs and Bodies
54%
Social Services
64%
Private Companies
51%
Foundations
19%
Regional Radio Station Associations
61%
National Radio Station Associations
77%
International Radio Station Associations
45%

The following radio stations contributed to the survey: Fréquence Sillé, Radio Fabrik, Near FM, Castel FM, Mau
Nau, Radio B138, Fréquence-Mistral, Radio Eskilstuna, Jade FM, Wired FM, Radio Laser, Novaradio, Radio
LNW, BCB, Radio Mon pais, Antxeta Irratia, Rete Toscana Classica, Radio G, Radio Helsinki, Asian fever, Radio
Enlace, Radio Ornithorynque, Dundalk FM, Cartables FM, Radio Alpes Mancelles, Radio Vallespir, Radio
Athlone, Contatto Radio, Contact FM, Radio Teesdale, Radio Student.
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During consortiums, the following expressions, affirmations, priorities, and references were noted as
possible support in a reflection on the evaluation process. They are provided here, for information to
supplement the preceding tables.
Other Evaluation Considerations
Personal Abilities
Desire to learn
Desire to improve
Personal development
Self-confidence
Responsible, possibility of performing
delegated tasks
Ability to be their best at all times
Ability to make commitments
Autonomous
Ability to dialogue, listen, and be
flexible.
Perseverance
Ability to respect schedules
Ability to assume a role that matches
their skills
Desire to develop new skills
Accepts external supervision
Accepts criticism
Discernment
Availability
Organised thinking
Confidence
Sympathetic, kind, open
Number and percentage of absences
in various forms

Social and Civic Skills
Empathy
Mutual Respect
Internal and external transparency
Ability to get along with others
Ability to work in a group
Ability to work in pairs
Ability to be an active citizen through
radio
Availability
Ability to participate and intervene in
decisions.

Abilities Specific to a RadioAssociated Activity
Ability to respect schedules
No hierarchy in apprenticeships (respect
for all positions)
Regularity of broadcasts and
commitments
Engagement in community sensitisation
activities
Respect for values of associated radio
stations
Ethics
Flexible,
Participation in meetings
Contribution in cultural broadcasts
Ability to understand the radio station’s
values and rules and to respect them
Ability to interact with interviewees
Ability to work with respect for deadlines
is imperative
Mastery of the concept of his own
broadcast
Availability
Innovation and creation
Acceptance of criticism
Ability to support social values in his
production
Ability to accept linguistic and cultural
differences
Reliable

Trainer/Evaluator Viewpoint
Criteria for Trainers
Ability do and be their best
No hierarchy in apprenticeships
Ability to host target groups
Ability to consider the needs of social groups
Ability to create an apprenticeship environment and a culture
shared by the entire team
Ability to supervise apprentices
Ability to promote social recognition
Ability to accept the principle of inclusion of all, and be able to
adapt
Ability to inspire and reinforce learning
Ability to inspire a desire for growth
Ability to create self-evaluation tools
Type, diversity and number of participant persons and groups

Indicators for Evaluations
Attitude towards external supervision and des criticisms
Quantity and quality of document research and
verification of information
Participation and collaboration in decisions
Participation in feedback
Attitude towards inclusion issues
Perseverance and regularity of commitment
Listener feedback, social networks, messages
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7 – Using the skills portfolio
The skills booklet is used to affirm your demonstrated, associated radio station skills and acquisitions, in
volunteer work and all other forms of radio commitments.
The booklet is for individual use. Its contents are private and confidential, between you, the radio that validates
the skills, and the persons to whom you present it, to showcase your skills and experience (other radio stations in
Europe, other associations, employers, etc.).

Where and How Can You Obtain a Skills Booklet?
For free, in PDF format, by downloading it from: www.eurevalradio.eu
The published version can be purchased from: www.lulu.com
From Partner sites
From the Amarc-Europe site

Self-Evaluation Process for Volunteers
To validate your skills:
•

Download the PDF for free (www.eurevalradio.eu) or purchase the booklet and
accompanying guide (www.lulu.com)

•

Read the introductory information and method of use (levels)

•

Complete the portion entitled: “Bearer’s Identity”

•

Consult the skills

•

Choose between the following three strategies:
Complete: The items in the 8 skills fields according to the European nomenclature + the
items in the 3 skills (personal skills, social and civic skills, radiophonic skills)
Simplified: The items in the 3 skills (personal skills, social and civic skills, skills radiophonic
skills)
Intermediate (Recommended): The items in the 8 skills fields according to European
nomenclature + radiophonic skills (W1 to W50)

Even if you are already engaged in the activity, you can mention the skills that you think you already have,
identify the skills you want to acquire, and establish your personal objectives.
When you are ready to validate your skills (while you are in the activity or after you leave it):
• identify the skills that concern you
• estimate the level you think you have attained
• arrange a meeting with your manager, or his representative, to discuss and validate it.
Manager-validation Process
If you believe it is your responsibility to encourage the social and professional development of volunteers, and
other staff at your radio, you must inform them of the existence of this booklet as soon as possible after they
arrive at your company, and especially before they leave.
Explain to them that they must first evaluate their own skills.
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Agree to meet with them to discuss their skills.
The dialogue helps to identify the levels for which the booklet bearer wants to be recognised. You can share your
point of view, and then try to arrive at a mutual consensus. Without a consensus, you cannot validate the skill or
the level you think he’s at. When the level is finalised, you can checkmark the box
You can discuss it by skills category.
At the end of each category, complete the “Verification and Validation of Skills After Dialogue” table by indicating
the name of your company, its community, country, date of validation, and validated skills . You can add your
company’s stamp, indicate your name, and then sign it.
It is recommended that you keep a copy of the pages you signed.
What do you do with the booklet and how do you read it?
As a manager or employer: You have the following two options……
When welcoming new volunteers or hiring new employees:
• If the candidate has a booklet, you are sure the experience he indicates is valid, and can be considered
similar to an affirmation, certification or diploma. You can refer to the “European referential of Qualitative
Pertinent and Harmonised Indicators for Legible, Useful and Recognised Evaluations of Skills Formally,
Informally and Non-Formally Acquired by Radiophonic Volunteers”, to determine on which basis, and
which references, these skills were validated, as a function of the radio station.
• If the candidate does not have a booklet, you can use a blank booklet to establish his skills
.
If you are an employer in another field, other than associated radio:
•

It is legitimate for a candidate presents his booklet to the extent that it helps him to clearly prove his
skills. The booklet doesn’t only present radiophonic skills, but many personal, social, and civic skills,
knowledge, know-how, attitudes, etc...

How do I read the skills booklet?
•
•
•

•

Refer to the definition of the 4 levels,
Consult the table of 8 skills
Refer to “European referential of Qualitative Pertinent and Harmonised Indicators for Legible, Useful and
Recognised Evaluations of Skills Formally, Informally and Non-Formally Acquired by Radiophonic
Volunteers” to find out on which basis, and which references, these skills were validated, as a function of
the radio station.
The validation of a skill is a positive, but optional, act and absence of an evaluation of an item should not
necessarily be interpreted as a lack of experience.

How Do I Use the Booklet to My Advantage?
•

•
•

You can use this booklet to help you get employed at an associated or professional radio station in
Europe. This skills booklet is recognised by the profession throughout Europe as a validation of skills
acquired in radio. The associated and community radio sector considers that a non-formal and informal
education, must be considered on the same level as a formal education. It is recommended that you use
the booklet to highlight your skills and experience to potential employers.
We recommend that you keep it up-to-date.
We recommend that you present it again to your host organisation, or employer, to validate new skills to
validate the passage to new skill levels. It is very useful to help you continue to learn and grow.
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European Skills Booklet
for Volunteers in European Community Radio Stations

Volunteers in
European Community Radio Stations

European Skills Porfolio
(English Version)
This version is an update4 of the 2014 partner production “Forma-Radio For Me”.
It was created by EurEvalRadio, a new partner.
The original 2014 version can still be downloaded at:
http://frequence-sille.org/cooperation/les-productions-collectives/
http://www.snrl.fr/COMEPEC-Production-d-un-referentiel-de-formation_a272.html
You can also purchase the skills booklet for volunteers of associated radio stations in
published version at lulu.com:
https://www.lulu.com/shop/search.ep?keyWords=livret+de+comp%C3%A9tences&type
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Part 1: User Details
R : Required information.

F : Useful information but not required if deemed confidential

R Surname
R First Name
R Date of Birth
R Place of Birth
R Nationality
R Address :

F

Highest level of Formal
Education

F

Current occupation at
the time of starting to
complete this booklet

F

Previous Volunteer
experience

F

Do you Volunteer with
any other organisation
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PART 2 : Levels of validation

Level

Definition of levels

Level 1

I have seen and observed but I have not practised yet

Level 2

I know the basics, I can practice with a mentor, but I am not able to
carry out this task on my own

Level 3

I can do the activity independently but not automatically, I need to follow
written instructions

Level 4

I can do this activity independently and automatically.
I have the expertise and know-how to train others and can lead a team.

K = Knowledge
KH = Know How
A = Attitude
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Part 3: Skills evaluation schemes based on the eight European key
competences.
1.1 - 1.17 Communication in the language of the Country
Communication in the language of the Country is the ability to express and interpret concepts, thoughts,
feelings, facts and opinions in both oral and written form (listening, speaking, reading and writing) and to interact
linguistically in an appropriate and creative way in a full range of societal and cultural contexts.
Communication
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

K

Can you transmit an understandable message
to others
I can construct sentences in the language of
the country I live in
Be able to have a clear understanding of how
to talk to people
I am aware of when to utilise specific levels of
language (colloquial, informal, formal)
I can respect and encourage the use of local
languages, accents and dialects
I appreciate the different languages spoken in
a group
I understand appropriate social, cultural and
professional etiquette
I can be in empathetic with an individual or a
group
I can carry out research for personal
contacts, documentation and information
I can use appropriate telephone manner
I can appropriately interact with an
interviewee
I can work in a group and have a cooperative
attitude
I can facilitate dialogue and participate in all
circumstances
Be able to competently develop and articulate
ideas and present a justified point of view
I can clearly define and communicate
objectives and ideas
I can express constructive feedback and
communicate this feedback effectively
I can respond constructively and critically to
ideas from others

x

KH

A

x

x

x

Code
8
1.1

1

2

3

4

1.2
x

x

1.3
1.4

x

1.5

x

x

1.6

x

x

1.7

x

1.8

x

1.9

x
x

1.10
1.11
x

1.12

x

1.13

x

x

1.14

x

x

1.15

x

1.16
x

1.17

Verification of skills: 1.1 à 1.17
Organisation

Town

Country

Date

List of
assessed and
endorsed skills
at this date

Rubber Stamp, printed name
and signature of the manager
of the organisation or its
representative
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2.1 à 2.15 Communication in Foreign Languages
Communication in Foreign Languages involves more than just the basic skills of communicating in the first
language. It implies skills in mediation, language comprehension and understanding other cultures. The degree
of mastery depends on several factors including above and beyond the capacity to listen, speak, read and write.
Communication in another language
1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11
12
13
14
15

46

I’ m able to establish a context of empathy
despite linguistic differences
I’m able to communicate in writing using
appropriate vocabulary, sentences, and
coherent development of the message
I’m able to communicate speaking using
x
appropriate vocabulary, sentences, with clear
meaning, accent, locution and pronunciation
I’m able to understand written texts : the gist,
essential ideas, understand details, understand
the implicit, carry out research
I’m able to understand speaking : understand
the gist, essential ideas, understand details,
understand the implicit
I’m able to respect the socio-cultural context,
verbalize respect, use polite language and
the appropriate register
I’m able to speak continuously : in front of
someone, in an informal situation, in a formal
situation, in front of a group or an audience
I’m able to speak in interaction : in
conversation, in group work, discussion,
debate, negotiation
I’m able to speak in interaction using
technological means: by telephone, by radio
connection, other…
I’m able to interview someone by live
broadcast in a foreign language
I’m able to lead discussions, debates and
group- work in a multi-lingual situation
I’m able to translate written texts from
another language to the mother tongue
I’m able to translate written texts from the
mother tongue to another language
I’m able to interpret orally in a group :
consecutively, or simultaneously
I’m able to dub a radio broadcast into the
mother tongue or into another language

K

KH

A

x

x

Code
8
2.1

x

x

2.2

x

1

2

3

2.3

x

x

2.4

2.5

x

2.6

x

x

2.7

x

x

2.8

x

2.9

x

2.10

x

2.11

x

2.12
x

2.13

x

2.14

x

2.15
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Verification of skills : 2.1 to 2.15
Organisation

Town

Country

Date

List of
assessed and
endorsed skills
at this date

Rubber Stamp, printed name
and signature of the manager
of the organisation or its
representative

3.1 à 3.11 Mathematical competence and basic competences in science and technology
Mathematical competence is the ability to develop and apply mathematical thinking in order to solve a range of
problems in everyday situations, with the emphasis being placed on process, activity and knowledge. Basic
competences in science and technology refer to the mastery, use and application of knowledge and
methodologies that explain the natural world. These involve an understanding of the changes caused by human
activity and the responsibility of each individual as a citizen.

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Mathematical competence and basic
competences in science and technology

K

KH

I can use and handle the microphone.
I can use a mixer and other necessary devices for
pre-production or live recording
I can use digital recorders, file management and
adapt to different software programmes
I can use music and sound sources taking into
account the quality of sounds and levels. Use
suitable music that is relevant
I can carry out high quality broadcast recording
without background noise or interference.
I can implement and manage an outside
broadcast.
I can edit in mono and multi-track
I can optimize and/or correct sounds.
I am aware of and be able to recognise and
evaluate broadcast quality
I understand information, topics and data
I am able to anticipate consequences and look for
solutions

x
x

x
x

3.1
3.2

x

x

3.3

x

x

3.4

x

3.5

x

x

3.6

x
x

x
x
x

3.7
3.8
3.9

x

3.10
3.11

x

x
x

A

Code
8
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Verification of skills : 3.1 à 3.11
Organisation

Town

Country

Date

List of
assessed and
endorsed skills
at this date

Rubber Stamp, printed name
and signature of the manager
of the organisation or its
representative

4.1 à 4.7 Digital competence
Digital competence involves the confident and critical use of information society technology (IST) and thus basic
skills in information and communication technology (ICT).

1
2
3

4

5
6
7

Digital competence

K

KH

A

I can use web pages, blogs and
social networks
I can share files through the Internet
I can use basic office and radio related software
to schedule programmes, edit and back-up files,
etc
I have an understanding of relevant legislation and
codes regarding internet use including intellectual
property, copyright and privacy
I understand issues surrounding internet security
and data protection
I can use, critically analyse and utilise digital and
social media.
I understand the importance of keeping IT
equipment safe

x

x

x

x

x
x

4.2
4.3

x

4.4

x

x

x

x

x

Code
8
4.1

x

4.5

x

4.6

x

4.7

1

2

3

4

Verification of skills : 4.1 à 4.7
Organisation

48

Town

Countr
y

Date

List of
assessed and
endorsed
skills at this
date

Rubber Stamp, printed name
and signature of the manager
of the organisation or its
representative
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5.1 à 5.15 Learning to learn
Learning to learn is related to learning, the ability to pursue and organise one's own learning, either individually
or in groups, in accordance with one's own needs, and awareness of methods and opportunities.
Learning to learn
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

K

I can listen and understand instructions and
information
I have the confidence to ask questions and query
established ideas and theories
I am self motivated, dedicated and can inspire
others
I can work as part of a team
I can express opinions in a clear and cohesive x
manner
I can display tolerance and patience toward
others' ideas
I can apply resourcefulness and creativity when
problem-solving
I can cope in stressful situations and can help
relieve stress in others
I can successfully meet deadlines and organize
workloads appropriately
I can work on my own and use my initiative when
necessary
I am aware of my personal strengths and
weaknesses
I can reflect and evaluate in a clear and
constructive manner
I can gather information for the purpose of
research

KH

x

Code
8
5.1

x

5.2

x

x

5.3

x

x
x

5.4
5.5

x

5.6

x

5.7

x

5.8

x

A

x

x

1

2

3

4

5.9
x

5.10

x

5.11

x

5.12

x

5.13

Verification of skills: 5.1 à 5.13
Organisation

Town

Country

Date

List of
assessed and
endorsed skills
at this date

Rubber Stamp, printed name
and signature of the manager
of the organisation or its
representative
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6.1 à 6.14 Social and civic competences
Social competence refers to personal, interpersonal and intercultural competence and all forms of behaviour that
equip individuals to participate in an effective and constructive way in social and working life. It is linked to
personal and social well-being. An understanding of codes of conduct and customs in the different environments
in which individuals operate is essential. Civic competence, and particularly knowledge of social and political
concepts and structures (democracy, justice, equality, citizenship and civil rights), equips individuals to engage in
active and democratic participation.

1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13

50

Social and civic competences

K

I can demonstrate an awareness of the mission,
values and history of community radio in a local
and international context.
I can understand, accept and
participate in, the democratic process
I can show respect for the agreed common rules
of the community radio station, within the
premises and when representing the organisation
I can communicate with people
respectfully
I can demonstrate an awareness of, and
commitment to social inclusion, diversity and
intercultural communication.
I can demonstrate empathy and a willingness to
help others
I am able to constructively analyse, evaluate and
criticise ideas information and practises
I can accept and apply constructive analysis,
evaluation and criticism of ideas, information and
practices
I can demonstrate a knowledge of social, political
and cultural history of my community
I can demonstrate collaborative engagement with
the wider community
I can demonstrate an adherence to the legal
requirements, codes and policies of the station.
I can contribute to a consensus driven decision
making process
Be able to access, evaluate, analyse and create
media (UNESCO Media Literacy definition:
http://www.unesco.org.uk/media_literacy)

x

x

Code
8
6.1

x

x

6.2

x

6.3

x

6.4

x

6.5

x

6.6

x

6.7

x

6.8

x

KH

x

x

x

x

A

x

2

3

6.9
x

6.10

x

6.11
x

x

1

x

x

6.12
6.13
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Verification of skills : 6.1 à 6.13
Organisation

Town

Country

Date

List of
assessed and
endorsed skills
at this date

Rubber Stamp, printed name
and signature of the manager
of the organisation or its
representative

7.1 à 7.17 Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship
Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship is the ability to turn ideas into action. It involves creativity, innovation
and risk-taking, as well as the ability to plan and manage projects in order to achieve objectives. The individual is
aware of the context of his/her work and is able to seize opportunities that arise. It is the foundation for acquiring
more specific skills and knowledge needed by those establishing or contributing to social or commercial activity.
This should include awareness of ethical values and promote good governance.
Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

K

I can resolve a situation effectively and inform
the appropriate people and ensure
transparency in difficult situation
I can maintain good relationships with
working partners, Staff and Volunteer
I can seek out and take into account good
advice
I can carry out and manage budgetary
x
constraints on Projects
I would have the confidence to take
unpopular measures (e.g. saving measures)
I can meet deadlines, prioritize and delegate
I can develop a vision for the short-, mediumand long-term
I can articulate ideas, convince others and
bring together partnerships
I can remain calm, and defuse stressful
situations if they occur
I can take into account the achievements of
x
individuals and groups
I can monitor situation in order to anticipate
and identify future needs
I can continue my work despite the pressure
I can recognise the limits of my abilities and
know when to ask for help
I can discern between public and private
x
information

KH

A

x

x

Code
8
7.1

x

7.2

x

7.3

x

1

2

3

4

7.4

x

x

7.5

x
x

x

7.6
7.7

x

x

7.8

x

7.9

x

7.10

x

7.11
x
x

7.12
7.13

x

7.14
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15
16

I can encourage and support others to take
responsibilities
I can evaluate activities, projects and
developments within the Radio

x

7.15

x

7.16

Verification of skills : 7.1 à 7.16
Organisation

Town

Country

Date

List of
assessed and
endorsed skills
at this date

Rubber Stamp, printed name
and signature of the manager
of the organisation or its
representative

8.1 à 8.14 Cultural awareness and expression
Cultural awareness and expression involves appreciation of the importance of the creative expression of ideas,
experiences and emotions in a range of media (music, performing arts, literature and the visual arts...)

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8
9
10
11

52

Cultural awareness and expression

K

I can identify the different cultures that live in our
community.
I understand and respect the
diversity of these cultures that live within our
community.
I can make contacts with different cultures within
the community
I can promote social inclusion by
different cultures in our community in a
positive way
I can plan and create original cultural content to
create a radio programme or event
I can identify and promote all cultural productions,
either amateur or professional, within the
community
I can stimulate interest, debate and
knowledge of the culture
I can present and talk about a cultural production
in the field of music
I can present and talk about a cultural production
in the field of literature
I can present and talk about a cultural production
in the field of performing arts
I can present and talk about a cultural production
in the field of audio visual
Production

x

KH

A

Code
8
8.1

x

8.2

x

1

2

3

4

8.3
x

x x

8.4

8.5
x

x

8.6

x

8.7

x

8.8

x

8.9

x

8.10

x

8.11
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12

13

I can help, guide, and empower
diverse groups in the creation of cultural
programming
I understand the importance of preserve historical
and cultural identity of the different cultures by
documenting and recording oral histories from
within our communities.

x

x

x

x

x

8.12

8.13

Verification of skills : 8.1 à 8.13
Organisation

Town

Country

Date

List of
assessed and
endorsed skills
at this date

Rubber Stamp, printed name
and signature of the manager
of the organisation or its
representative
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PART 4: Skills Evaluation schemes based on three areas of competence
(Personal competences, social and civic competences and skills related to community radio
practices)
Personal skills: P.1 to P.19)
A cluster of related attitudes, skills and knowledge that enable a person to act effectively in their daily life,
community life and professional life…
Personal skills
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

K

I can adapt to different situations (behaviour in a
professional environment, punctuality,
attendance)
I can collaborate with others
I can communicate clearly, effectively and
appropriately
I can act in a self-confident manner
I listen attentively
I can communicate concisely
I can recognise and cope with stress
I can organise my workload (organisational skills,
efficiency)
I can work as part of a team
I can take on a leadership role
I can analyse and resolve conflicts
I can recognise and resolve practical problems
I can show Initiative
I show motivation and commitment
I take on responsibility and accountability
I demonstrate analytical skills (self analysis)
I demonstrate resourcefulness, creativity, be
able to improvise
I show tolerance, patience and respect
I know my limits

KH

A
x

x

P.2
P.3

x
x

P.4
P.5
P.6
P.7
P.8

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x

Code
3
P.1

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

P.9
P.10
P.11
P.12
P.13
P.14
P.15
P.16
P.17

x
x

P.18
P.19

x

1

2

3

4

Verification of skills : P.1 P.19
Organisation

54

Town

Country

Date

List of
assessed and
endorsed skills
at this date

Rubber Stamp, printed name
and signature of the manager
of the organisation or its
representative
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Social and civic skills: S.1 to S.11
Social and civic competences enable people to participate in social, civic and working life with the knowledge,
skills and attitudes needed to be active as a citizen.
.

1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11

Social and civic skills

K

KH

I can demonstrate an awareness of the mission
values and history of community radio in a local
and international context
I can understand, accept and
participate in, the democratic process
I can show respect for the agreed common rules
of the community radio station, within the
premises and when representing the organisation
I can communicate with people
respectfully
I can demonstrate an awareness of, and
commitment to social inclusion, diversity and
intercultural communication
I can demonstrate empathy and a willingness to
help others
I can constructively analyse, evaluate and
criticise ideas information and practises
I can accept and apply constructive analysis,
evaluation and criticism of ideas, information and
practices
I can demonstrate a knowledge of social, political
and cultural history of the community
I can work in collaborative engagement with the
wider community
I understand and can demonstrate an adherence
to the legal requirements, codes and policies of
the station

x

x

Code
3
S.1

x

x

S.2

x

S.3

x

S.4

x

S.5

x

S.6

x

S.7

x

S.8

x

S.9

x

x

x

x

A

x
x

1

2

3

4

S.10
S.11

Verification of skills : S.1 à S.11
Organisation

Town

Country

Date

List of
assessed and
endorsed skills
at this date

Rubber Stamp, printed name
and signature of the manager of
the organisation or its
representative
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Skills related to Radio Practice : W.1 to W.50
Skills related to Radio Practice

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Community Radio Ethos
I can demonstrate a clear understanding of the
essential values of community radio
I understanding of the AMARC Charter
I can demonstrate the ethos of community radio
through programming content
Community Engagement
I can recruit new Volunteers
I can induct and train new Volunteers
I can train community-based
contributors
I can work with Community Groups to make
broadcasts for them
I have experience networking and engaging with
Community Groups andLlocal Authorities
Media Literacy
I understand media
I can analyse media
I can evaluate media
I can create media
Programme planning
I can carry out research for a programme
I understand the importance of a running order
I can produce a running order
I can script links for radio

Skills related to Radio Practice

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
56

Features and format
I can conduct an interview
I can facilitate Studio Discussions
including live phone-in’s
I can produce effective Vox Pops
I can produce short features (5-20 Min)
I can produce longer broadcasts, documentaries
(20 Min+)
I know how to use music & sound effects
appropriately.
I can set up and produce Community-based
outside broadcasts
I can commentate and report on live sporting
events.
I can script and produce a radio drama
Voice and speech training
I can use my voice effectively
I can effectively read scripts for news with
appropriate tone and voice
I can effectively read scripts for Drama
Using equipment
I can use a microphone correctly

K

KH

A

Code
3

x

W.1

x

x
x
x

x
x

W.4
W.5
W.6

x

x

W.7

x

3

4

1

2

3

4

W.8

x
x
x

W.9
W.10
W.11
W.12

x
x

x
x
x
x

W.13
W.14
W.15
W.16

K

KH

x
x

2

W.2
W.3

x

x

1

A

Code
3

x
x

W.17
W.18

x
x

W.19
W.20
W.21

x

W.22

x

W.23
x

W.24
W.25

x
x

x
x

W.26
W.27

x

W.28

X

W.29
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30
31
32
33
34
35

I can a mixing desk and other studio equipment.
I can use computer play-out software
I can use a Digital Recorder
I can set up equipment for live or
recorded Music Sessions
I can skillfully record outdoors
I can set up equipment necessary for an outside
broadcast.

Skills related to Radio Practice

36
37
38
39

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

K

Editing
I can use digital editing software in single and
multitrack
I know how to improve sound quality and fix
mistakes
I can produce station jingles and promos
I can produce advertisements and public
announcements
IT skills
I know how to use a computer, tablet,
smartphone….
I know how to use email and skype
I can save and convert files into different
formats.
I can manage files and folders
I know how to use Compression Software (e.g.
Winzip)
I know how to use the internet efficiently and
effectively for research
I can use Social Media effectively
I know how to use Word Processing Software
(e.g. Word)
I know how to use Spreadsheets (e.g. Excel)
I know how to use Presentation Software (e.g.
Powerpoint)
I am aware of emerging technologies and new
possibilities

X
X
X
X

W.30
W.31
W.32
W.33

X
X

W.34
W.35

KH

A

Code
3

x

W.36

x

W.37

x

W.38
W.39

x

W.40

x

W.41
W.42

x
x

W.43
W.44

x

W.45

x
x

W.46
W.47

x
x

W.48
W.49

x

W.50

1

2

3

4

Verification of skills : W.1 à W.50
Organisation

Town

Country

Date

List of
assessed and
endorsed skills
at this date

Rubber Stamp, printed name
and signature of the manager
of the organisation or its
representative
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9 - Contributors

For EurEvalRadio:
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Emmanuel Boutterin, Agus Hernan, Eric Lucas, Denise Barstow, Michelle Lestelle, Emmanuelle Gourer, Pierre Montel,
Armelle Lucas, François Malabave, Bernard Gillet, Carole Clémence, Rezki Mammar, Jean-Pierre Langénieux, Honorine
Campagne, Jacqueline Langénieux, Romain Thierry, Jean-François Rogeon, Emmanuel Boujet, Franck Pohu, Ines
Fernandez, Charlotte Farouault, Guy Dugrais, Christine Alves, Lilou Wolfs, Angèle Malherbe, Louise Jardin, Soren Hubaut,
Laurent Figaroli, Pierre Béatrix, Delphine Duchemin, Alexia Baron, Xavier Milliner, Oihana Etxebarrieta Legrand, Ibai
Esteibarlanda Etxeberria and Pierre-Etienne Vanpouille de Radio Temps Rodez, expert, observateur, evaluator externe.
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Helmut Peissl, Elisabeth Neubacher, Walter Moser, Zaklina Avramovic, Barbara Huber, Wolfgang Weritsch, Christophe
Wirnsberg, Maiada Hadaia, Jacqueline Gam, Susanne Peissl, David Dempsey, Julian Ehrenreich, Sylvia Aigner, Erika
Preissel, Mike Schedlberger
Spain:
Francisco Iniesto, Francisco Aragon, Ana Arranz del Cura, Juan-Luis del Pozo Angel, Miriam Villa, Carmen Valencia, Sara
Meleo, Francisco Lopez Palomo, Laura Martin, Deborah Sanchezn, Eugenio Matos, Esteban Moreno, Lucia Lopez, Elena
Garcia
Ireland:
Albertine Denis, Dorothée Mayer-Holtkaamp, Stephen Blayds, Sally Galiana, Bob Hallen, Barbara Scully, Elaine King, Aoife
Nic Cana, Frank Phelan, Irena Cvetkovics, Shamim Akhtar, Fiona Kenny, Ciaran Murray, Marc Finnegan, Debbie Hutchinson,
Adrianne Murphy, Pat Hamilton, Paul Loughan, Sadhler Smyth, Marx Spain, Jordy-Meg Climecle, Pat Quinn, Aileen
Eglington, Mairead Cullen, Yvonne Smith, Daragh Parker, Rachel Devlin, Fergus O’Flynn, Christina Poyene, Leroy Collins,
Tony Conway, Pat Keane, Cahil Declan, Paul Rogers, Enda Roche, Cathal Cassidy, Alan Braddish, Vincent Teeling, Jack
Byrne, Conor Doyle, Jesse Heffernen, Kingsley Amo
Italy:
Antonio Cannata, Chiara Rapelli, Simone Benvenuti, Guendalina Barchielli, Daniele Bianchini, Ricardo Pinzauti, Dalia Mari,
Valentina Giovannetti, Marco Andrei, Cataldo Iacona, Martina Agnoletti
United Kingdom:
Mary Dowson, Joseph Emmett, Lorna Kook, Banaris Iqbal, Graham Glover, Claire Kearns, Ann Morgan, Patrick Dowson
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Igor Prosic, Robert Mohoric, Masa Zmitek, Martina Dervaric, Neijc Bahor, Jernej Kaluza
Sweden:
David Luning, Kenneth Thornfeldt, Robin Hallquist
Luxembourg:
Maisy Berscheid, Mona Dienhard, Paulina Dabrowska
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Vivien Matthias

Radio Stations and Organisations: Syndicat National des Radio stations Libres, Near FM, Radio Eskilstuna, Arci Novaradio
Bradford Community Broadcast, Radio LNW, Radio Enlace, South Dublin Broadcasting Cooperative, Zavod Radio Student,
Fréquence Sillé, Radio Fabrik, Radio B138, Radio Helsinki, Radio Orange, Castel FM, Radio Mau Nau, Fréquence-Mistral,
Jade FM, Radio Laser, Radio Mon pais, Antxeta Irratia, Radio G, Radio Ornithorynque, Cartables FM, Radio Alpes Mancelles,
Radio Vallespir, Contact FM, Radio Sun, RadioMagny, Vivre FM, PFM Arras, Radio Craponne, Radio Arc en Ciel, Asian
Fever, Radio Teesdale, Wired FM, Dundalk FM, Radio Athlone, Rete Toscana Classica, Contatto Radio, and all those from
Ireland, and other European countries who were present at the Dublin seminar and whom we greatly thank for their gracious
participation.
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10 - Photo Gallery
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11 – Appended Documents (Used During this Intervention)
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An example from the original questionnaire created by our consortium before using the questionnaire
above. More complete, it provides information about radio stations and can be used to better identify
one’s own radio station in terms of communications needs. Example: Radio Fabrik in Austria.
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12 – Other useful links and documents
Community Radio Trade Referential
Référentiel-métier en français (2013) (7.39 Mo)
European Common Reference Framework for Community Radio Professions (2013) (7.14 Mo)

Community Radio Station Training Referential
Référentiel de formation en français (2015)/ 64 pages (302.42 Mo)
Référentiel de formation (training curriculum) en anglais (2015) / 64 pages (302.67 Mo)
https://www.lulu.com/shop/search.ep?keyWords=comepec&type=

European Skills portfolio (1st version) for Associated and Community Radio Station Volunteers
Skills booklet Volunteers (1.18 Mo)
https://www.lulu.com/shop/search.ep?keyWords=livret+de+comp%C3%A9tences&type

Editors
Eric Lucas – Agus Hernan
Syndicat National des Radios Libres
Editing, Graphics, and Formatting
Franck Pohu
Fréquence Sillé
All duplications, and use, of this document, in part, or in whole, outside of the vocation and framework defined by
its authors, and/or for profit, are strictly prohibited without the written consent of the editors..
The skills booklet can be copied, without authorisation, when used for the purposes for which it was designed.
The guide is, in its published form, sold at cost-price without compensation, in any form, being paid to the work’s
contributors.
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